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Kington 3 Miles.
Hereford 17 Miles
Leominster 12 Miles. ‘Winton House’ [Elizabethan] & ‘Stores Row’.

Eardisley 5 Miles . The “heart” of Lyonshall Village looking North East from:

‘The Forge’.

Almost another year over, it will soon be Christmas, then New Year, and then we start the
seasons all over again and, with the seasons, make decisions about our lives and our rural
parish in 2019 and beyond! Obvious and simplistic? Yes, but I don’t think I’m alone in
finding it very difficult to plan for the future in Autumn, very difficult to look back and
reflect on the twelve months just gone in Spring! The tax year may be a remnant of the
Romans and start in April, the academic year a remnant of some other regime and start in
September but for the rest of us, who are neither tax inspectors nor teachers, “the year”
starts in January in our minds and in all essential respects. We make “new year resolutions”
on January the First and can’t conceive of making them in, say, March or June when we
might have a better chance of keeping them! I blame the weather – it’s always a good
scapegoat!
So I shall make my “rural resolutions” after Christmas, with the usual “Must try harder” as an
Executive Summary. Please let me know if you have any “rural resolutions” that you are
willing to share with the Parish.
The month in general
Talking of the weather again, don’t read the usual comments and quotations about
November! If you were feeling depressed before, you’ll feel worse afterwards! Except for
one... Read the quotation below and look at the photograph at the top of this page, which
was taken at the very end of the month:

“We seldom think of November in terms of beauty or any other specially satisfying tribute.
November is simply that interval between colourful October and dark December. Then,
nearly every year, come a few November days of clear, crisp weather that make one wonder
why November seldom gets its due.”

( Hal Borland [1900-1978] USA born Author, Journalist & Naturalist. “November1970” )

Heartening, isn’t it?
This year, although November was neither especially bad nor especially kind, its impact was
lessened by the fact (which I mentioned in October also) that after the long, hot summer and
with the coming of the cooling rains, many plants suddenly came back to life, put out new
leaves and flowered throughout the month, most late for last Summer but some early for
next Spring! More of that and lots of pictures in the section on Flora below.

Abundant flowers and fungi (also detailed below) but not a lot by way of wildlife and
consequently November was a strangely quiet month. Perhaps it always is. I hadn’t thought
much about the sounds of November until I saw the word “quiet” in a couple of quotations
about the month (which were otherwise inappropriate) and then realised that I had heard
very little – a Squirrel screeching angrily at some tree-top intruder, a Crow cawing
occasionally, the eerie sound of two Barn Owls calling to one another in the distant darkness
but otherwise the fauna went about its business silently. And, of course, there was no
underlying hum of bees and other insects. Even in the countryside we take such a lot of
noise for granted!
Fauna
Mammals
There have been few reports of mammals this month. Rabbits, Rats and Grey Squirrels, of
course, but these were not doing anything unusual or found in out-of-the-way places. Otter
spraint is recorded and the Otters themselves have been glimpsed. I was particularly pleased
to hear of two solitary animals – a Hare, over towards Pembridge, and a Badger somewhere
in the Parish “address unknown”.
Hares have been hard to find in England for a few years (the last I saw was about two years
ago on the Shobdon road) and their situation is getting worse. As you may know, although
previously not affected by the Myxomatosis which regularly decimates the rabbit population,
it is thought that Hares might now have become susceptible to it. It’s an awful disease and I
keep my fingers crossed that the scientists may find most Hares have retained their
immunity, but I’m not optimistic; perhaps the best we can hope for is that the Hares remain
healthy and plentiful in Ireland and some of the Scottish islands (I believe) where “Myxi” has
not yet spread.
Badgers, on the other hand, have gone from “rare” to “pest” in some areas. Twenty or thirty
years ago one never saw them; now they enjoy limited protection, mainly to save them from
badger-baiting. I admit to a sneaky fondness for these large, lumbering, handsome
nocturnal creatures. Consequently I hope the scientists will soon come to a conclusive
verdict about the efficacy or otherwise of the Badger cull in reducing bovine TB. The last
report I read claimed that the effect was marginal, but this was being disputed scientifically
almost before the ink was dry on the page! We shall just have to “wait and see”.
Birds
There seem to be plenty of birds around in our little Parish. Soon after the summer migrants
flew out, the flocks of winter migrants flew in. Redwings and Fieldfares are the most
frequently reported, often flying together in large numbers over hedges, fields and
orchards. They are both members of the Thrush family, of course, but I have never known
why they choose to join forces – perhaps a sense of protection for the smaller Redwings
outweighs any fear of competition for food which they might feel from the Fieldfares. Except
for Elder there are plenty of berries around this year and thousands of fallen apples, enough
for all, but do they split into smaller groups as food gets scarcer?
The resident Lyonshall species are also busy in the fields and on the feeders – Blackbirds
and Crows, Sparrows and Dunnocks, Chaffinches, most varieties of Tit, Nuthatches, Robins,
Wrens and Great Spotted Woodpeckers come out to feed whenever it’s dry. More unusually,
Dippers are still to be seen on the Arrow and the Curl “already prospecting for a nest site”, a
large flock of Lapwings is visiting Holme Marsh and we have a pair of Bullfinches in the
Parish (maybe more than one, as I saw a pair in my garden a month or two back).

Most unusually and much to my surprise I’m also told that there are “Mandarin Ducks
everywhere”! I hadn’t realised that this distinctive and ornamental little duck, introduced to
UK water gardens and wetlands from the Far East many years ago, has now gone native and
joined the Mallard on the wild ponds of England. Unlike Mallard and most ducks, they nest
in trees. In China they are allegedly symbolic of happy marriages; however, since they only
mate for one season at a time, I think their example is “a bit suspect”!

Mandarin Drake & Duck. – Have you seen them here?
There have been two “brief encounters” – a Woodcock and a Blackcap. The latter are often
summer migrants but it’s not unprecedented for them to over-winter in Britain; I’m hoping
it’s a good omen!
Among the raptors, there have been sightings and “hearings” of Barn Owls in at least two
different areas of the Parish. I haven’t seen or heard my local Tawny Owls this month but
that doesn’t mean they are not around. Buzzards circle overhead from time to time and I am
told that a Sparrowhawk is a regular visitor to the gardens of Holme Marsh. No Red Kite
sightings but I daresay the Kites are still here – please look out for them and let me know.
Insects and Invertebrates
It’s November. The Bees and the Butterflies have all gone, other than one solitary white
Butterfly on the morning of ‘Remembrance Day’ on November 11th – probably a Small White
but it didn’t stay long enough to be sure. A few small Moths and Hoverflies on sunnier days,
Spiders in the house, Woodlice under plant-pots and Earthworms under stones but sadly not
much else in this category has been seen or reported. Except for this beautiful red-brown
Moth, a “Feathered Thorn Moth” ( Colotois pennaria )...

The 'Feathered Thorn' Moth © Sarah C.
A single generation flies from September to November, one of the last moths to be seen
each year. Its caterpillars feed on deciduous trees so your garden plants are safe!
Roll on The Spring and the re-appearance of all those flying, crawling, biting, buzzing,
gnawing and spinning creatures which we complain about for the rest of the year!
Fish, reptiles and amphibians
Good “fish” news. I am told that there are some very heavy Trout (weighing up to 3 pounds
or so) spawning in the River Arrow and that more than 40 Salmon “Redds” have been
counted there too. A “redd” is a spawning nest, scraped out in gravel by the female fish
using her tail, in which she lays her eggs; these are quickly fertilized by the male and then
she covers them over with gravel to hatch. I shall forebear to comment on Division of Labour
among fish or any other form of wildlife!

Yup! I had to look it up too!
No other fish or aquatic news but I notice in the latest Lyonshall Parish Council Minutes that
the PC will be inviting Mr. Tony Norman of ‘The Leen’ Farm to talk about the phosphate
pollution in The Curl Brook feeders and watercourses, and what we can do about it,
sometime next Spring [2019] so please watch out for an announcement nearer the time.
Flora
Trees
One of the joys of rural living – at least for the time being – is that gardens and countryside
abut one another, so that there is no distinction to be made between native trees which may
have been here since “The Year Dot”, long-ago-imported trees grown to landscape the local
estates or for historic reasons, orchards and fruit trees planted privately for their blossom,
their produce or both. So in Lyonshall we have four Ancient Woodland sites; a number of
magnificent specimen trees (many of which are now registered with The Woodland Trust)
ranging from English Oak, Ash, Beech, Scotch Pine and Sycamores to Deodars and Sequoias;
cider orchards and both native and ornamental Crab Apples; and Lombardy Poplars planted
after the Great War (in Pembridge they have planted an avenue of “Verdun Oaks”).
We will inevitably lose some of these trees to age or infection – see under Fungi below – but
hopefully we have the space to avoid cutting them down for reasons of convenience. A
centuries-old tree can’t be replaced by a sapling no matter how big and strong! So let’s
enjoy them while they last wherever they may have originated...

An old Willow by the Medieval ‘Upper Fishpool’.
...Which is by way of an introduction to the two trees I most want to mention in this
November issue – the Deodar and the Hazel.
Early in the month our Deodar or Himalayan Cedar (Cedrus deodar) – a ‘Sacred Tree’ for the
Hindus of India and the “National Tree” of Pakistan, a Country that didn’t exist when our
Lyonshall Deodar was planted 150 years ago -- turned pink – or, to be more accurate, was
thickly covered in 2-inch conical flowers which turned from green to pink and then to yellow
when heavy with pollen before falling to the ground like giant floury caterpillars. I have
rarely seen so many before — another consequence of our long hot summer perhaps?

Hazel ‘Catkins’ 28 Nov. ‘Deodar’ flowers shedding yellow pollen. Douglas Fir ‘Cones’ 30 Nov
At the end of the month the Hazels (Coryllus avellana), reputedly the oldest ‘native’ trees of
“Old England”, had well-established catkins. In ‘normal’ years with ‘normal’ winters I would
expect the catkins to be fully out in late February/early March but they are so far advanced
that if we have a mild winter this year they could be out in January or early February 2019.
Most of the deciduous trees have now shed their leaves. The next gale will no doubt take
the rest. But the bare shapes of trees, whether against blue or grey skies, have their own
drama. They also allow views that we can’t see in Summer, so it’s not all bad!
Shrubs and Smaller Plants
There is nothing new to say about the shrubs and smaller plants this month. As previously
mentioned they have flowered late into the autumn, and are often still flowering in late
November, both “garden” and “wild” flowers, native and non-native. Some of them are
shown in these photos taken at the very end of the month by different contributors in
differing parts of The Parish – the range is impressive but by no means fully comprehensive!

Maybe ‘Hal Borland’ was right after all! ☺
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‘Viburnum’

‘Rosemary’

‘Cyclamen’

‘Daphne’

‘Hellebore’

All of the above growing in the “Heart of Lyonshall Village” © Debby Emadian.
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'Japonica'

‘Mahonia’

‘Hebe’

‘ Jasmine’

‘Stocks’

‘Pinks’

‘Chysanths’.

Fungi, Moss and Lichens
There are mosses and lichens aplenty but we didn’t quite get round to photographing or
identifying them this November! But we have a range of “new” fungi, most identified, one
not, and several kindly photographed by our Lyonshall Parish ‘Tree Warden’, including one
which can have a catastrophic effect on trees. We have already reported on other fungi in
the village which cause harm to trees in the longer term so obviously one needs to keep an
eye on trees affected. However all fungi are important to natural life in one way or another
and I am pleased that Lyonshall has such a rich variety.
1. The

Sulphur Tuft (Hypholoma fasciculare) – pretty but POISONOUS. They are said to

have a very bitter taste but unfortunately by the time you’ve discovered that it might
be too late, although they are “only

very rarely fatal” ☺. They grow on decaying

wood and help with the rotting process. Their appearance of growing among leaves
is deceptive – there will be an old log or tree stump buried just beneath the surface.
2.

The Oyster Mushroom (Pleurotus ostreatus ) is shown here on a Beech tree but
they also feed on dead or decaying wood. In this case the effects are beneficial, in
that the enzymes secreted by their mycelia will break down chemical pollutants as
well as nematodes and bacteria, giving them a purpose in mycorestoration
(decreasing pollution levels) and making them one of the few “carnivorous”
mushrooms. Their human medicinal values are under scientific examination and they
are also allegedly DELICIOUS. Nevertheless, please don’t eat them on my say-so! ☺

3. The Southern Bracket (Ganoderma austral ) is one of those saprobe large plate-like
fungi which appear on hardwood tree trunks, gradually adding layers and living for
many years, becoming harder and harder, so that eating them is out of the question.
It can cause white heart rot in many common British trees – this one was found on a
local Beech tree. INEDIBLE. ☺
4. The Blushing Bracket (Daedaliopsis confragosa ), so-called because of its pinkish
upper surface, is usually – like this one – found on Willow trees, occasionally on
other riverside trees. Like other bracket fungi, its toughness renders it INEDIBLE. ☺
5. The Brittle Cinder Fungus (Kretschmaria deusta ), shown here on a local Beech tree,
is described by forestry specialists as “seriously worrying”. Its small wavy-edged
“crusts” are white when young but go brown and often unnoticed as they get older. It
is parasitic on the lower trunks of trees -- particularly Oaks, Beeches and Limes –
and may cause infected trees to

.
.

suddenly collapse, hence the concern. INEDIBLE

'Sulphur Tuft'. ‘Oyster Mushroom’. ‘Southern Bracket’ ‘Blushing Bracket’ ‘Brittle Cinder’.
All © David G. And one unidentified grouping of fungi on a fallen rotting branch:

We are also awaiting identification of this pretty little fungus (shown above), which was
found on some long-dead, dry branches of a Willow by the Upper Fishpool. Its tiny brackets
are bright white above with brown gills below and its size can be gauged from the 5P piece
alongside! In addition to the above I hear that the ‘Waxcaps’ are abundant near Pembridge.
Lyonshall Weather in November
The tail end of Hurricane “Oscar” barrelled across the Atlantic to bring us a wet start to the
month but the only affect on us here in sheltered Lyonshall was a warm but very wet week to
kick November off to a flying start. Then the sun came out and our spirits rose – briefly.
Cold ‘East Winds’ soon dropped the temperature to ‘freezing point’ and the rain didn’t help
much either. To cap it all we then got caught by Storm “Diana” although its warm and wet
‘West Wind’ did clear the mists and fogs in time for a lovely sunny day to see out a typical
English November! All in all it was much as we usually expect it to be at this time of year. ☺

Lyonshall Nature -- the Future
As I hinted in the first paragraph of this November Country Diary, I am finding it difficult to
plan my 2019 local nature-watching and/or reporting activities, to envisage what other
people might be doing and to decide whether there is more I could be doing and if so, what.
If that all sounds a bit confused, that’s because “confusion” is what I feel most acutely at the
moment! I would really appreciate comments, suggestions, opinions, so please e-mail me
with your ideas.
Meanwhile, it will be Christmas long before the December Country Diary is written.

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
to all our readers and, indeed, to all Lyonshall’s nature-lovers whether readers or not.
Contributors please make a few notes or take a few photos while walking off the Christmas
pud! I shall be asking for sightings and hearings yet again before the New Year... But many
thanks for all those received already in 2018.

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at
jcvqa@btinternet.com

